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A picture is 
Worth a 
Thousand 
Words

What if this pictur has endless number of layers? 



Maps can generate a 

great amount of 

information just by 

having a look 



Mumia Falls AreaIndigenous Community 

Local and indigenous community In Mumia 

area

Vegetation cover 

This area is known for its diverse biodiversity that has been for long protected by 

local community as it forms their source of living. Their culture, ritual, customs 

and traditions were formed within this biosphere of nature diversity. They have 

developed an indigenous knowledge. This knowledge shall be protected and 

preserved from  deterioration and loss. 



UNBL & SGP

An Added Value Tool

Integrating the different layers of indictors and representation of historical and 

current data that are globally accepted can provide us with addition tools in 

selecting, educating and consideration of local initiatives that can encounter 

national conservation needs and priorities and connecting the dots of sustainable 

development at different national levels in different environmental and livelihood 

interventions. When you have information about areas that are under stress in 

terms of biodiversity, one can direct attention and resources to that area. UNBL can 

also be a great tool in designing national strategies and policies for implementing 

conservation and environmental protection, and even more sectors relevant to 

livelihoods, health and  agriculture etc



Mumia ICCA & Landcover



Quisque eget odio ac lectus vestibulum 

faucibus eget in metus. In pellentesque 

faucibus vestibulum. Nulla at nulla justo, 

eget luctus tortor. Nulla facilisi. Duis 

aliquet egestas purus in blandit. Curabitur 

vulputate, ligula lacinia scelerisque 

tempor, lacus lacus ornare ante, ac 

egestas est urna sit amet arcu. 

When you added a new location for one of ICCAs, the use of biodiversity intactness it shows how the 
local biodiversity is a crucial part of this ICCA and the interrelated  aspect of all  human activities and 
local environment is visible. 

Biodiversity Intactness index



Impact of Using UNBL

Priceless tool for Monitoring and evaluating environmental status for 

specific location or area of interest 

It can be a great asset for policy making, interventions design, reporting 

and monitoring. This is a priceless for sustainable development endeavor 

in achieving the SDGs. 

Better demonstrate local biodiversity, other environmental indicators and 

other layers of information to provide a global perspective of national 

context. At GEF SGP and UNDP level, all interventions should have 

integration to UNBL as it will speak for them in a spatial way that is 

becoming the norm for location relevant interventions. 



Thank you.
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